The search for the true ground state of the dense matter remains open since Bomer, Terasawa and other raised the possibility of stable quarks, boosted by Witten's strange matter hypothesis in 1984. Within this proposal, the strange matter is assumed to be composed of strange quarks in addition to the usual ups and downs, having an energy per baryon lower than the strangeless counterpart, and even lower than that of nuclear matter. In this sense, neutron stars should actually be strange stars. Later work showed that a paired, symmetric in flavor, color-flavor locked (CFL) state would be preferred to the one without any pairing for a wide range of the parameters (gap ∆, strange quark mass m s , and bag constant B). We use an approximate, yet very accurate, CFL equation of state (EoS) that generalizes the MIT bag model to obtain two families of exact solutions for the static Einstein field equations constructing families anisotropic compact relativistic objects. In this fashion, we provide exact useful solutions directly connected with microphysics.
Introduction
It took just a year since Einstein's General Relativity was published for Karl Schwarzschild obtain the first exact solution of Einstein's field equations. The number of valid, exact solutions has been growing since then. Different models can be constructed for a variety of applications. In cosmology, for example, solutions of a spherically symmetric spacetime have been used to model the behaviour and evolution of the early universe [1] . Electromagnetic fields contributions have also been studied in solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations and the list is still growing.
The specific set of solutions useful for the modeling of compact stars has a long and rich history. Following the discovery of the neutron [2] , Landau's theoretical insight [3] and Baade and Zwicky observational intuition [4] started the idea of neutron stars as relativistic remnant stars of very dense matter. In 1939, Richard Tolman developed a method for treating Einstein Field equations and found new solutions for static sphere of fluids in terms of known analytic functions [5] , some of them of direct application to the neutron star problem.
Tolman's kind of solutions have a highly predictive power to understand the properties of compact stars analytically. However, because of the number of degrees of freedom of the system of equations and the lack of knowledge about the microphysics of matter, his solutions do not describe properly, in modern terms, neutron stars (although some basic physical constrains were satisfied).
The problem of acceptability of the exact solutions as physical (rather than mathematical) models of real compact stars was revisited by Delgaty and Lake, who constructed a catalog containing all analytic solutions that describe isolated 1 static spherically symmetric perfect fluid that satisfies all the necessary conditions to be physically interesting 2 [6] . They concluded that out of 127 solutions, only 16 of them satisfy these conditions, and of these only 9 present a monotonic decrease of sound speed, a highly desirable if not mandatory condition.
Exact solutions are used in astrophysics to study physical features of relativistic spheres but, in spite of the consistency of this small number of relevant solutions describing a specific 1 The boundary occurs at a finite radius. 2 These conditions will be discussed later in this work object, they do not provide information about their inner nature either. The main reason is that they can be rarely related to a realistic physical theory of the microphysical composition.
Generally speaking, the issue of the equation of state of matter above the nuclear saturation density, appropriate for the construction of models of compact stars, is a vast arena for discussions and calculations. However, a careful scrutiny of the proposed equations of state reveals a class of models which may be physically relevant and also allow an analytical integration of the static Einstein field equations. We shall present in this work a new class of exact solutions connected with microphysics, providing a realistic equation of state which describes the internal structure of a compact star made of strange matter in the color flavor locked (CFL) phase.
The mass-radius M-R relation (one of the most important features of stellar sequences) will be constructed analytically, e.g. without a numerical integration of TOV equations, and the maximum mass and its correspondent radius, a hot topic in compact star astrophysics, determined using the exact solution obtained here. Needless to say, all stellar features relevant for observational purposes can be derived from the presented expressions as well.
2 Color-flavor locked strange matter Edward Witten [7] in 1984 was one of the first to boost the proposal that the strange matter coould be the true ground state of hadrons, instead of 56 F e, having a lower energy per baryon than ordinary nuclei. This matter is assumed to be composed of roughly equal numbers of up, down and strange quarks, and a small number of electrons to attain the charge neutrality. If this hypothesis is correct, neutron stars (NS) would actually be strange stars (SS), or at least hybrid stars with a thin crust of nuclei, whenever pressure conditions in the inner layers are extreme enough to convert hadronic matter into this new stable phase of quarks.
A great effort has been made to describe correctly and accurately the physical features of these compact objects since Witten's idea. Alcock et al. [8] (hereafter referred to as AFO) extensively described an SS using the MIT bag model with a linear equation of state that does not include the strange quark mass, and that assumes quarks as asymptotically free particles. A full survey of the original SS models was published by Benvenuto and Horvath [9] . More recent models try to implement different contributions to the equation of state, by noting that paired states should be relevant in the dense phase. The presence of gaps actually enhance the possible stability of the quark matter phase, as discussed by Lugones and Horvath [10, 11] because the Fermi energy of the system is lowered by the formation of Cooper pairs. A parametric study of this possibility has been presented by Alford and collaborators [12] .
CFL equation of state
Rajagopal and Wilckez [13] showed that strange matter in the CFL phase requires an equal number of u,d,s quarks and is electrically neutral even in the presence of an electron chemical potential. In the simplest approach, the EoS is obtained by starting with the thermodynamic potential, constructed in detail in references [13, 14] .
The potential is given by the sum of a free quark matter potential, where quarks are assumed to have a common Fermi momentum, with a term due to the pairing interactions and a term due to the vacuum energy B:
where the number densities are n u = n d = n s = (ν 3 + 2∆ 2 µ)/π 2 , the chemical potential is µ = (µ u + µ d + µ s )/3 and the Fermi momentum is:
Quarks u and d are assumed to be massless in comparison to m s , which is the mass of quark s. The gap term ∆ stands for quark interactions, and we are not interested in their exact (complicated) nature. Using this expression for Ω CF L , an approximation to the order m 2 s of the equation of state was given in reference [10] , knowing that in a degenerate state P = −Ω CF L and ρ = i µ i n i + Ω CF L , leading to:
given that:
Exact solutions of field equations
Finding exact solutions to the Einstein field equations is one of the fundamental problems in the general theory of relativity, and have important applications especially in astrophysics and cosmology.
The interior of a star is usually modeled as a perfect fluid, what requires the pressure to be isotropic. However, theoretical advances indicate that, at least at very high densities, deviations from local isotropy may play an important role [15] . In the presence of anisotropy, an uncharged, static and spherically symmetric fluid features a line element given by:
resulting in the system:
where primes denote differentiation with respect to r. The functions ρ, P r and P t stand for the energy density, radial pressure and tangential pressure respectively. This is a system of highly nonlinear partial differential equations which is difficult to integrate analytically without simplifying assumptions. In our analysis we will use units where 8πG = 1 and c = 1, and adopt the same transformations suggested by Durgapal and Bannerji [16] :
in order to simplify the equations. As stated by de Avellar and Horvath [17] , there are at least three different strategies to solve the system above:
1) If functions for the pressure, energy density or one metric element are given, it is possible to find an exact or numerical solution by integration. However, there is no control over the EoS or other similar solution functions;
2) If an EoS is given, the integration can always be performed, at least numerically, resulting in a sequence of stellar objects and their properties;
3) If both the EoS and an additional function (ρ(r) or a function of one of the metric elements) are given, a match of the overdetermined system can be done. It is also possible to employ this route without an overdetermined system if more degrees of freedom are provided (as an electric field or pressure anisotropy).
In this work, we follow the third route since our system has the necessary extra degree of freedom (given by the anisotropic pressure) to solve it analytically.
Criteria for physical acceptability
As stated before, to describe a relativistic object the exact solutions must satisfy certain conditions [6] :
i. Regularity of the gravitational potential at the origin;
ii. The radial pressure and energy density profiles must be positive definite at the origin;
iii. The radial pressure must vanish at some finite radius;
iv. The energy density and radial pressure profiles must decrease monotonically from the origin to the boundary;
v. Subluminal sound speed (v 2 s = dP r /dρ < 1).
These conditions guarantees the usefulness of the solutions for a realistic description of stellar models, provided the equation of state also represents a physical description of the interior. If the CFL stange matter is a candidate for such a class, we can proceed to find solutions satisfying all the Delgaty-Lake requirements and the expectation of a relevant microphysical description inside.
Construction of exact models
In section 3, we showed viable strategies to construct an exact solution for the field equations. As mentioned, we followed the third route in our study, because of the extra degree of freedom, the anisotropic pressure. For this reason, we could supply an equation of state and an ansatz for a metric element.
Assuming a star made entirely of CFL matter, we expanded the equation (2.3) to obtain the EoS as a function of ρ only, and that depends on the free parameters B and η 3 . The expansion was made to simplify the system, resulting in an equation which is easier to treat analytically , but that remains essentially identical to the exact one [10] . Thus, our EoS reads:
If we assume m s → 0 and noninteracting quarks, the MIT bag model equation of state is restored.
The values we used for the free parameters m s , B and ∆ are in agreement with the ones within the so-called window of stability calculated by Lugones and Horvath [10] . This window is the m s − B plane from the zero pressure point for matter to be absolutely stable, constructed for different values of the gap ∆. We now proceed to show that exact solutions exist within metric forms already present in the literature, and construct the exact models based on them.
Thirukkanesh-Ragel ansatz
Using the simplifications mentioned above, together with equations (3.3), we assumed the same ansatz as proposed by Thirukkanesh and Ragel and employed by Malaver [18, 19] , in which:
where a is a real constant and n an adjustable integer. The system of equations (3.2) is then given by:
where dots denote differentiation with respect to x. The radial pressure showed in equation (4.4) is represented by an EoS with the form P r = αρ + βρ 1/2 − γ, where α, β and γ corresponds to the coefficients of the CFL matter equation of state (4.1).
The mass function of a relativistic star is given by the integral:
The mass inside a given star corresponds to M = m(R), where R is the radius of the star, given by the location where the pressure vanishes. Assuming n = 1 a first solution was constructed, which does not satisfy the criteria ii, resulting in a constant energy density and radial pressure for any point inside the star. For this reason this case is not discussed in further detail.
In the case n = 2 an exact solution is also obtained, with the following functions of r: The product aC is determined from the central density, being aC = ρc 6 . The regularity of gravitational potential at the origin, stated in condition i, is guaranteed by the behavior of the metric functions at r = 0: e 2λ(0) = 1 , Criteria ii to iv are confirmed with graphs in Figure 1 , regarding that a radial pressure vanishing at a finite radius is an imposed condition to our system (P r (R) = 0). We construct the energy density profile and pressure profiles for five central densities, which are set as multiples of the nuclear saturation density (ρ sat = 2.4 × 10 14 g/cm 3 ). The energy density profile (top-left panel) presents a behavior similar to what was obtained in the AFO model [8] (as expected), in which for low-mass regimes ρ varies very slowly with respect to r. When r = R the energy density is finite.
The remaining three panels of Figure 1 reproduce the pressure profiles, where radial and tangential pressures are represented by dotted and dashed lines, respectively. From the darkest to the brightest lines, we increased central density, starting with 2ρ sat . The additional condition discussed by Bowers and Liang [20] which states that the anisotropy factor (δ = P t − P r ) must be zero for r → 0, so the gradient of P r is finite in r = 0, is also confirmed and can be seen on graphs. Moreover, it is not necessarily required that P t (R) vanishes, and like in Bowers model, in our model δ is maximum at the surface. The nature of this tangential component is beyond the scope of our work but, as we will see, it has a non-negligible influence in the stellar features.
Condition v is expressed by α + β For this class of solutions, a mass-radius relation is constructed by finding the roots of equation (4.1) to determine the radius of each star (given a central density), followed by integration of equation (4.6), and it is presented in Figure 2 . The M-R relation of CFL strange stars obtained for particular values of the parameters presents the same shape as the curves obtained for strange stars, a consequence of the existence of a zero pressure point at finite density. For the lowest values 4 of the bag constant. The maximum mass reaches 5 M . Increasing the bag constant value while maintaining η fixed has the effect of lowering both the maximum mass M max and the maximum radius R max . On the other hand, an increase only in the pairing gap ∆ has the effect of increasing both M max and R max . Confirming the prediction obtained in [11] , the combination of a large ∆ with a large B leads us to the most compact models of stars made of CFL strange matter.
Sharma-Maharaj ansatz
Given the results obtained for the previous ansatz, we also tested the EoS (4.1) on a density profile given by Sharma [22] to find exact solutions: where the parameter b is defined as a function of central density, b = ρc 3 , and a will be a implicit function of ρ c carefully chosen to control the anisotropy, as we shall show later.
The exact expressions for this model are, in addition to 4.17:
, where W ,Y and K are functions of α, β and γ. We refer to [22] for the actual forms of W, Y and K. Panel 4 shows the contour plots of P t (dashed) and P r (solid) for various central densities. For any central density there is a particular a that vanishes P t (R). The dot-dashed line is the curve a(ρ c ) that guarantees both pressures to vanish at the same point.
This curve separates panel 4 into two regions. If the parameter a is chosen in the upper region for every ρ c , the tangential pressure will be finite at the surface of the star, similar to the model of the previous section. If, otherwise, we chose a in the lower region, the tangential pressure will vanish inside the star. In this work, we are not studying neither of these two regimes but we should mention that P t vanishing inside the star could represent the real radius of the star or the beginning of a negative tangential pressure regime close to the surface of the star. The models in which P t do vanish inside the star may still be physically acceptable, but the conditions for this to happen have not been addressed here and remain a subject for future work. A detailed discussion about stability of anisotropic objects in both regime (P t positive and negative at the surface) can be find in reference [23] .
Thus, we choose the a(ρ c ) that vanishes P t at the border, corresponding to the dotdashed line. This choice yields a quasi-isotropic model that will be the only explored henceforth. Figure 3 . Contour plot of r (dashed) and P t (solid) functions for five different central densities.
For each ρ c there is a particular a for which P t (R) vanishes. Dot-dashed curve guarantee that both pressures vanish at the surface of a star.
The validity of criteria i about regularity of gravitational potential can be easily checked. Criteria ii to iv are confirmed for this particular ansatz by the profiles showed in Figure 4 . Criteria v is also satisfied in the regime of free parameters that are physically acceptable.
The energy density profiles (top-left panel of 4) present the usual behaviour of being more concentrated with growing ρ c . The other three panels present both the radial and the tangential pressure for different values of the parameter η. It is noticeable that in this model the difference between the radial (dotted) and tangential (dashed) pressures is very mild. By construction, they coincide at the border of the star. Changing the parameter η results in a change of the radius of the star for a given ρ c . Besides the fact that this model leads to an almost isotropic configuration, the most fundamental result refers to the M-R diagram (Figure 5 ), where the maximum mass (using B = 57.5 MeV/fm 3 ) is around 2.2 M , being in complete agreement with observed masses from pulsars 5 . The three shown curves differ only in η values, where the dotted one is referent to η = −2000 MeV/fm 3 , the dashed is for η = 0 MeV/fm 3 and the solid for η = 2900 MeV/fm 3 . We emphasize that η = 0 MeV/fm 3 resemble the MIT bag model, where strange quarks are assumed to be massless and free.
Discussion
This work focused on the construction of exact solutions for stellar models assuming the CFL strange matter phase and allowing anisotropy in the pressure. The CFL phase at zero temperature is modeled as an electrically neutral and colorless gas of quark Cooper pairs that allows this matter to be the true ground state of strong interactions for a wide range of the parameters B, m s and ∆. There is a large number of works, as those referenced in [6] , that propose different classes of solutions for the Einstein field Equations using toy models. The novel feature of our work is to provide a realistic equation of state for the compact object, thus connecting micro and macrophysics and finding exact descriptions. In the previous work made by Lugones and Horvath [11] they have constructed a massradius relation for the same set of parameters, but from a numerical integration of TOV equation, what means that pressure is assumed to be isotropic from the very beginning. The maximum mass obtained in their work using B = 70 MeV is around 2 M while in our anisotropic model whith Thirukkanesh-Ragel ansatz can be up to 4.2 M . The maximum radius is also bigger in comparison with the isotropic model for all values of B. This effect of increasing both M max and R max is expected, as suggested by the pioneer work from Bowers and Liang [20] about anisotropic models. As stated before, the nature and consequent effects of an anisotropy in pressure are still not clear and more detailed studies are necessary.
If we compare CFL M-R relations obtained for both ansatz (Figures 2 and 5 ) assuming the minimum value of B, the quasi-isotropic model has a maximum mass that is about half of the maximum mass found in the anisotropic construction, for each combination of parameters m s and ∆. The presence of two a priori free parameters in the Sharma-Maharaj ansatz (a and b) compared to the presence of only one free parameter in the Thirukkanesh-Ragel model (a) allowed us to construct M-R relation that, regarding the observed values of pulsar masses, falls within a narrower range, at the expense of forcing both pressures to vanish at the surface, a condition that is not mandatory, but mimics the numerical results for the isotropic case.
In summary, we have provided two anisotropic pressure models made of CFL strange matter, showing that large masses and radii are achieved. All present observational bounds on these quantities are satisfied by these models, and a number of additional requirements being evaluated (coming from X-ray burst light curves, QPOs and other phenomena actually observed) can be addressed using the exact expressions. Given the rarity of exact models, as discussed by Delgaty and Lake, we hope these can be useful for the current research on compact stars.
